Cherie Prothro-Shea appointed as Managing
Director of the Waitt Foundation
Prothro-Shea adopts new role at ocean non-profit
LA JOLLA, CA, UNITED STATES, July 1, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Cherie Prothro-Shea has been
appointed Managing Director of the Waitt Foundation, a foundation that seeks to inspire
governments to protect and restore the ocean by
cultivating a network of global partners through effective
grants and human capital.
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Ms. Prothro-Shea has worked on many projects over her tenure at the Foundation, including
assisting the management of more than $80 million USD in large-scale grants as well as the
Rapid Ocean Conservation (ROC) Grants program which has funded more than 115 innovative
ocean conservation projects globally. Additionally, she is closely involved in government relations
and has contributed to historical discovery missions during the initial phase of the Foundation’s
research vessel, Plan b, which has completed more than 35 ocean expeditions worldwide. Mostly
recently, Cherie has been responsible for developing the network of the Blue Prosperity
Coalition, which includes top ocean experts such as National Geographic Pristine Seas, Oceans 5,
Dynamic Planet, and Ocean Unite.
“Cherie has been instrumental in shaping the Waitt Foundation into the global organization it is
today. Her broad expertise and attention to detail make her an important asset as we move
forward to expand ocean conservation and build Blue Economies around the world. I am
confident that her leadership will help us continue to develop long-term ocean plans that make a
lasting impact on the planet.” said Mr. Ted Waitt, Founder and Chairman of the Waitt Foundation
& Institute and Co-founder of Gateway, Inc.
The Waitt Foundation takes a hands-on, partnership-oriented approach to achieve ocean
protection. The Foundation partners with governments to help them improve livelihoods and
protect ocean resources by implementing sustainable ocean plans.
“I am excited to see the vision of Mr. Waitt become a reality and play a role in advancing marine
conservation. I feel strongly that now is a critical time to implement strategies that both build
economies and protect ocean habitats. Over the past 10 years we have learned a lot about what
works and what doesn’t work in ocean conservation. Through the recently launched Blue
Prosperity Coalition, we can take these best practices and the global network of experts we have
cultivated and bring that experience to our government partners.” Cherie Prothro-Shea
commented.
Less than 5% of the ocean is protected and only 2.2% is strongly protected in no-take zones.

With ocean resources rapidly declining worldwide, science shows protecting at least 30% of the
ocean through marine spatial planning allows nature to bounce back. The most sustainable
method of ocean protection is via a holistic marine spatial planning and blue economy planning
process.
The Waitt Foundation and Waitt Institute, through the Blue Prosperity Coalition lens has formed
partnerships with the Regional Government of the Azores, Bermuda, Curaçao, Barbuda and the
Kingdom of Tonga, and continues to expand their work with committed governments to reach
the global target of 30% protection.
Based in San Diego, CA, the Waitt Foundation and Waitt Institute play a leading role in the
recently launched Blue Prosperity Coalition. The Waitt Foundation is a grant-making organization
that provides funding for Blue Prosperity Coalition initiatives. The Waitt Institute is an operating
foundation that partners with governments to achieve sustainable ocean management through
Marine Spatial Planning, fisheries management, and community stewardship with each Blue
Prosperity site.
Cherie will work closely alongside Dr. Kathryn Mengerink, J.D., Executive Director of the Waitt
Institute and Heather Zichal, Executive Director of the Blue Prosperity Coalition.
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